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Abstract—Proof-of-Useful-Work (PoUW) consensus protocols
(CPs) are commonly used to improve the Blockchain (BC)
efficiency and security. Numerous papers propose various PoUW
concepts, majority of them being based on solving the hard
real-life optimization problems. A recently proposed Combinato-
rial Optimization Consensus Protocol (COCP), tried to address
exploration of an arbitrary real-life combinatorial optimization
problem. Although the ideas are quite straightforward, the actual
implementation of such a BC system is still challenging. In this
paper we reflect upon the main components of PoUW-based BC
system with an emphasis on implementation challenges that arise
from the necessity to define and solve an arbitrary real-life CO
problem with the appropriate CO algorithm.

Index Terms—Blockchain systems, energy savings, optimiza-
tion problems, solution methods, rewarding schemes

I. INTRODUCTION

Consensus protocols (CPs) are used within unsupervised
maintenance of BlockChain (BC) systems [30]. They are often
considered as a very high computation-intensive part of BC
systems as they require considerable amount of energy to com-
plete all the tasks needed for this autonomous maintenance.
Proof-of-Useful-Work (PoUW) CPs [1], [2], [4], [7], [8],
[11]–[15], [17], [20], [24]–[27] were developed to ensure the
efficient exploration of available resources, including energy.
As in any other CP, the main issues of PoUW-based CPs
are to provide security, consistency, reliability, fairness, and
immutability of the considered BC system. Those issues are
inherently resolved within Proof-of-Work (PoW) based CPs.
PoUW-based CPs should be built in such a way to preserve
good characteristics of PoW-based CPs and improve upon its
downfalls.

There are other CPs that aim to provide solutions for PoW
downfalls [9], [28]. The most successful one is Proof-of-
Stake [10] (PoS), which was adopted by Ethereum in 2022 [6].
However, for successful adoption of PoS, to become a stake-
holder, user needs to have a valuable stake and an established
trustful relationship with other users. It is important to note
that even then, malicious activities might occur. For example,
the highest stake in the context of the considered BC system
may constitute only a negligible part of stakeholders’ actual
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wealth. Thus, those stakeholders might use their invested stake
to impose their malicious agenda, and effectively centralize the
BC system [18].

We focus on PoUW for which we highly value its advan-
tages. Main advantage of PoUW is that, instead of crypto-
graphic puzzles, miners perform tasks useful to wider com-
munity. Useful work considered in the majority of PoUW-
related papers can involve Machine Learning (ML) or Artifi-
cial Intelligence (AI) model training [1], [4], [11], [12], [14],
[20] or solving the instances of some real-life Combinatorial
Optimization (CO) problems, such as Traveling Salesman
Problem (TSP) [13], [15], [25] and maritime and hinterland
supply chain related transportation [8], [17]. The latter two
papers actually propose the self-sustained BC systems, i.e.,
the BC systems are intended for transportation purposes and
their CPs consider CO problems from the same domain. This
holds also for the [21], where useful-work is dedicated to assist
the BC management system in identifying malicious BC users.
Theoretical model for parameter configuration to minimize the
probability of fork occurrences and to increase the throughput
of the whole BC system is studied in [29]. However, this study
does not consider the details related to maintenance of useful-
work tasks within CP.

Some attempts to widen a spectrum of CO problems avail-
able as the useful work in PoUW-based BC systems could
be found in [2], [7], [24], [26], [27]. However, to the best of
our knowledge there is no work that addresses implementation
challenges related to solving arbitrary real-life CO problem. In
particular, challenges like who will define CO problem, what
needs to be transformed, calculated or provided, how to find a
corresponding solver, how to verify a solution for an arbitrary
real-life problem, etc.

Our main focus is to fill that void. PoUW-based Combi-
natorial Optimization Consensus Protocol (COCP) [5], [26]
started considering the generality of usefulness. Useful work
in COCP consists of solving instances of any real-life CO
problem as long as instances are well defined and the adequate
solution method is available within BC system. For numerous
CO problem instances efficient solution methods have already
been developed, most of them being available to the wider
communities. However, as the number of possible problems
and their variants are countless, a new CO problem or a



Fig. 1. Structure of PoUW-Based Consensus Protocol

new variant of some existing one can appear with very high
probability. Additionally, a framework to group instances into
tasks of similar difficulty is developed in [16]. Its role is to
ensure the fairness for miners in any PoUW-based CP. These
works represent a good basis for achieving the objectives that
we set up front and we build our framework and considerations
upon them.

Our main contributions include considering how to extend
the PoUW-based BC system in such a way to enable the
inclusion of arbitrary new CO problems and corresponding
solution methods. The main challenges that we identify are to
insure that instances are well defined, appropriate optimization
algorithms are available, and fairness is achieved.

The paper is organized as follows. After introducing the
problem and motivating the solution framework, we recall
the main components of PoUW-based CP, emphasizing COCP
that allows dealing with different CO problems in Section II.
Section III contains structural changes and additions that are
needed in PoUW-based CP components to address any real-
life CO problem. Main implementation challenges related to
the inclusion of a new problem and a new solution method
are identified in Section IV. Finally, Section V is devoted to
the concluding remarks and directions for future work.

II. THE STRUCTURE OF POUW-BASED CONSENSUS
PROTOCOL

Three main components of standard CPs in BC systems:
Transaction submission, block mining, and block verification,
along with additional components needed for PoUW-based CP
are shown in Figure 1 and we explain them in the remainder
of this section.

Transaction submission module is usually related to either
data exchange or smart contracts. Each transaction is char-
acterized mainly by its origin (sender), destination (receiver),
signature of the sender, value to be sent and/or code realizing
smart contract, and transaction fee that represents miner’s
reward. All submitted transactions enter the transaction pool
waiting to be included in one of the forthcoming blocks.

At the beginning of block mining process, each miner
selects a set of transactions from the transaction pool and
composes a block to be possibly included into the BC. To
increase their reward, miners usually select transactions in a
greedy manner. In the next step of block mining, the miner
executes CP tasks, which have to testify about the effort
invested in the mining process. Usually, a huge amount of
computational power or some other resource is required to
complete tasks constituting the CP.

For each announced block, a verification has to be per-
formed. The validity of all transactions, as well as the cor-
rectness of the CP procedure, are examined by the verifiers.
Upon verification, the block is either approved or prohibited
for insertion. To be inserted in the BC, block needs to be
approved by some predefined number of verifiers and this
is referred to as the agreement (consensus). If the block is
approved, the corresponding miner is rewarded accordingly.
The blocks that are prohibited or that are not verified by the
required number of verifiers are discarded and all transactions
(if not included in the approved block) are to be returned to
the transaction pool.

These three modules are performed in an asynchronous and
concurrent way by the BC participants when they take the
corresponding roles. They are sufficient to ensure autonomous
maintenance of the classical BC systems. However, the main



issue in these BC systems is the enormous usage of resources,
especially the electrical energy, for tasks that have no value
other than providing autonomous BC maintenance.

When PoUW concept is applied, it is necessary to add two
more modules: module for submission of problem instances
to be solved as useful work during the mining process and
module for retrieval of the corresponding solutions. It is also
necessary to add a new type of users, customers, who provide
instances of problems they are interested in being solved.
In addition, a set of algorithms for solving the submitted
problems has to be provided. We briefly describe the two
PoUW modules here.

The module for submission of problem instances into the
instance pool takes as input a description of instances that
includes all relevant data, as well as the appropriate solution
algorithm. Each instance should be described by the following
features: Identification of the user who submits it; a valid
address for input data; the solution threshold; the deadline for
finding the solution; and the reward offered for providing a
valid solution. A valid solution is a feasible one that meets
a given threshold. During the mining process, an instance
is selected from the instance pool and it is solved by the
miner as a part of the CP execution. As various instances may
require significantly different execution time for finding a valid
solution, grouping of instances into approximately same sized
packages is proposed in [16] to balance the miners’ work.
The size of packages should correspond to the Block Insertion
Time (BIT). Some other approaches to balancing miners’ work
are considered in [2], [7], [24]. The instance (or a package of
instances) must be connected to the composed block in an
unique way (to mimic the correspondence between the block
and the nonce value in PoW). One possible way to realize
this correspondence is described in [26]. The obtained valid
solutions (if any) are stored in the solution pool for verifiers
to validate them and nominate one of the miners for a reward.

To get the required valid solutions of their instances,
customers should invoke Solution retrieval module [26]. It
searches through the solution pool for all valid solutions
of a given instance, finds the best one, and provides it to
the customer. After that, the reward is granted to the miner
who provided the selected best valid solution. It may happen
that the Solution retrieval module cannot find valid solution
for a number of reasons (deadline is missed, threshold is
unreachable, there is no adequate solution method, etc.). It
may be possible to overcome the first two reasons, if the
corresponding input parameters are flexible and the instance
can remain active in the mining process. Otherwise, these
issues are problem dependent and cannot be resolved by the
means of BC framework. There can be found some attempts to
prevail the lack of solution methods, by requiring customers to
provide the optimization algorithm together with the problem
instance [24], [27], by transforming the optimization problem
into an equivalent one for which the solution method exists [2],
or by applying some general solution method [7]. However,
these approaches may not be always feasible. It is not realistic
to assume that customers from industry are familiar with

Operation Research field and, even if they are, they might
not know how to provide an appropriate solver. In addition,
asking customers to submit solution method could deffer them
to other resource providers, such as grids, clouds, etc. On the
other hand, problem transformation requires additional effort
either by customer or by miner (actually, BC management
software) and the instance of resulting problem may not be of
same size and/or difficulty as the original instance. Moreover,
general purpose solvers are usually not as efficient as dedicated
solution methods, i.e., solution algorithms developed taking
into account an a priory knowledge about the considered
problem [19].

In contrast to the previous definition of CO problem in-
stance [26] that assumed input data file, threshold, and dead-
line, we propose to use the term instance for a 5-tuple: input
data file, threshold, deadline, corresponding solver, and the
estimated solver execution time. To ensure the possibility of
solving any CO problem, we need to consider inclusion of
additional BC components that we explain in the following
sections.

III. THE STRUCTURE OF CHANGES IN POUW-BASED
CONSENSUS PROTOCOL

Additional BC components that are needed to support
solving an arbitrary CO problem are related to CO problem
identification, solver identification, verification of identified
solver, how to develop a solver if one does not exist, and
how to verify the correctness of a newly developed solver for
a given problem. In Figure 2 additional BC components are
represented and we describe them in the remainder of this
section.

When a customer sends a transaction, or a smart contract
containing request to solve their instance is established, the
underlying CO problem might be unknown. It is not expected
that customers know how to define a CO problem in a way
that our framework will be able to match the instance with
the appropriate solver. Therefore, we need an additional BC
component (Problem identification) that will identify a CO
problem class and its variant, based on the text files customers
provide. We propose to make a module based on modern
generative AI technologies (Google AI Bard, ChatGPT, etc.).
It is not possible to just rely on inquiries as they might result
in multiple or wrong CO problem definitions, and even if they
are correct they need to be verified.

As matching between the instance and a CO problem defi-
nition is established, the next step is to provide an appropriate
solver. The additional BC component needs to automatically
find the solver. Two scenarios can be identified for this search:
first, the solver is already incorporated into BC framework
Solver matching, second, it is necessary to search for solver
outside the BC framework Finding solver. Both scenarios
might be considered as a part of useful work, i.e., a search
can be performed by miners during the mining phase. In the
first case, the complexity of the search is fully defined by the
complexity of BC system, i.e., the number of CO problem
solvers already included. For example, we could establish a



Fig. 2. The new COCP solution framework

smart contract that contains a list of all already incorporated
CO problem solvers. In the second case, the search should
be expanded on publicly available repositories outside of BC
system and thus its complexity needs to be estimated.

Verification of identified solver is needed to check whether
the match is correct. As the search for solver is performed as
a part of useful work, verification should be performed inside
the BC system. However, we still need to add this component
that would be used by the verifiers.

In case that a solver does not exist, an additional BC com-
ponent Developing solver is needed to develop an appropriate
algorithm. This could also be considered as a part of useful
work of CP, if an automatic program generator or AI is used.
However, we do not expect an algorithm to be developed
within the block mining time defined by BIT. Thus, there
might be a need to include a new type of BC users that
we will call developers. For developers’ autonomous work we
need to plan for adequate incentives and reward scheme. The
developers’ contributions should be considered as useful work
for the whole BC system, outside of CP.

Similarly to the customers who join the BC system to benefit
from getting their CO problem instances solved, the developers
can be new participants with good programming skills that
wish to make a profit by being rewarded for providing solution
algorithms for some CO problems. On the other hand, any
other BC user can decide to change their role, and become a
developer. For example, miners who did not manage to publish
a block for some time may decide to increase the reward by
developing new optimization algorithms.

Whether the solver is developed as a part of useful work

or by developers, Verification of the developed solver needs to
be envisioned as an additional BC component.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGES

Implementing a successful PoUW-based consensus protocol
requires addressing the many implementation challenges that
we identify in the remainder of this section. We grouped
these challenges in such a way to correspond to the suggested
additional BC components.

Performance evaluation of the envisioned framework is not
possible before all the challenges are resolved. As we rely on
previously established COCP [5], [26] and difficulty estimation
framework [16], stability, scalability, and fairness should not
change when we extend the variety of the considered CO
problems.

A. CO Problem Identification

As we already mentioned, identification of CO problem
through modern generative AI technologies need to be verified.
Verification of CO problem definition might be impossible
without customer interaction. A possible solution would be
to make an user interface which would allow a customer to
reflect upon correctness of problem identification.

B. Solver Identification

The goal of solver identification is to pair up a CO problem
and the appropriate solver. In such a way the CO problem
instance is fully defined and can be sent to the controlling
difficulty module [16] for estimating the solver execution time.
If the result of solver identification is multiple solvers,



the difficulty must be estimated for all input data-solver pairs.
After the controlling difficulty is completed, the solver with
the shortest estimated execution time should be combined with
input data to make an instance which will be added. As the
solver execution time is already estimated, it should be set to
the appropriate value. When the result of solver matching is
not found, that means that we do not have an appropriate
solver and finding solver needs to be triggered. However, when
finding solver results in not found, that might indicate that
we didn’t allocate enough time for this task. We can increase
the time for search up to the BIT and, if the result is still
not found, it is time to give up searching and delegate the
problem to the developers.

Announcing the need for a new solver could be done
through a smart contract or transaction, the same way that we
use to submit new instances. That announcement should be a
result of both the estimated demand for CO problem instances
without a solver and the estimated return of the investment in
development. In such a way we prevent malicious behavior of
users who have already developed solvers for their own use.

C. Verification of Identified Solver

Automatic verification whether the solver identification was
successful may be a very difficult challenge. There is no
known evaluation measure that will assess the correctness of
an arbitrary CO problem solver.

There exist evaluation measures for some known CO prob-
lems and their solvers. This knowledge is the basis for building
an automatic verifier for each new problem solver that we want
to incorporate into the BC system.

D. Developing Solver

Any user may choose to become a developer at any time, so
the solver developing process should be considered concurrent.
Consequently, it is possible to end up with several solvers
for the given CO problem. Therefore, suitable incentives and
reward scheme should be proposed to both stimulate the
developers and discourage any malicious behaviour of other
users.

To supply the incentives, the customers could be asked
to increase the reward provided for solving their instances.
Miners’ reward would be one part of the provided reward,
while the other part would be stored for rewarding developers.

Malicious behavior of developers should be prevented even
before the stating the announcement for the new solver and it
is thus addressed in solver identification.

E. Verification of Developed Solver

With respect to verification of identified solver, automatic
verification of developed solver is even more complex chal-
lenge. However, resolution of this challenge could be the same
automatic verifier we introduced.

F. Additional Implementation Challenges

Additional challenges include how to incorporate the request
to solve new problems and how to estimate a difficulty for that

new problem. Regarding the first mentioned challenge, one
possible solution would be to delay a few initial requests for
solving some new CO problem, but to track requests similarly
to caching in storage systems [22]. If there is an identified
need to consider this particular CO problem, only then we
initialize the procedure to include it in the BC system.

To estimate a difficulty of CO problem instances, we
need information about solvers and their complexity. This
information should be available to the difficulty estimation
module [16]. Storage of solvers and solved instances might
become a problem for an established network. On an opposite
end, the problem is how to estimate difficulty without any
a priori information about instances. One possible solution,
inspired by virtual cache framework for storage systems [3],
[22], [23], is to limit the solution time to BIT, track it, and
learn the difficulty during the execution of solution method
over instances in the instance pool.

Finally, our future work needs to include resolution of a
challenge that is related to miners not being able to solve
all instances they were given. Problems include the ways
how to verify their effort. As main goals of the PoUW-based
CPs are to provide more incentives to miners for their effort
and at the same time provide customers with valid solutions
(thus encourage them to submit their instances to be solved),
it would make sense to reward miners for the work they
completed. Thus, it seems to be a good idea to set a threshold
of the percentage of instances that need to be solved to publish
a block. This should be considered carefully as the fairness
established through difficulty estimation framework may be in
jeopardy. However, establishing this threshold contributes to
efficient usage of the BC system resources.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We presented the main components of the Proof-of-Useful-
Work (PoUW) based Consensus Protocol (CP), with an aim
to address exploration of an arbitrary real-life combinatorial
optimization (CO) problems. The main advantages of the
envisioned consensus protocol besides efficient utilization of
computing resources and various sources of rewards for par-
ticipants are that it allows for wide community adoption by
treating useful work that is of value for more customers. We
discussed how the structure of the envisioned changes would
look like and what are the challenges that need to be solved for
the system to work. The new type of BC users, developers are
introduced to supply CP with solutions for new CO problems
not included in the Blockchain (BC) system.

Possible directions for future work may include detailed
implementation of all components of envisioned CP. It is also
important to identify and resolve all security challenges that
come with solving real-life CO problem instances, introducing
new type of participants, and providing various incentives for
them. A very important part of future work that might have
further implications is resolving the identified challenges with
the automatic verification of developed solvers.
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